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Genetic Implications of Long-distance Pollen Transport
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Numerous published reports show that tree pollens can
travel great distances. There is a possibility that a single
pollen grain can travel 100 rniles from a distant population, arrive in a viable condition, effect fertilization in the
local population, and give rise to a local X distant hybrid
which is superior in vigor or adaptability to the local trees.
Such a hybrid might then produce a superior selfed progeny to replace the local race in later generations. Or, the
local X distant hybrid could give rise to a new race
through backcrossing to the local population.
To determine the probability of such an occurrence in
nature, it is necessary to consider the probability of the
various steps in this sequence of events.
DUFFIELD'S
(1954) studies show that pollen can live for
long periods under the proper conditions but that high
humidities are detrimental to pollen viability. Pollen that
travels only 10 or 25 miles would probably not lose its viability. However, a journey of 100 miles or more would
probably subject the pollen to at least one night of high
humidity, which might cause a reduction in pollen viability. Longer journeys of several nights' duration would
probably affect pollen viability seriousiy.
When the pollen grain arrives in a viable condition, it
can effect fertilization if the local and distant populations
belong to the Same species, or in many cases, to closely
related species.
If the local and distant populations belong to the Same
geographic race, the local X distant hybrid will have the
Same survival value as a local tree. If the two populations
are separate races or species, the locsl X distant hybrid
may have an advantage or disadvantage over the localstock.
Such an advantage or disadvantage has to be calculated
separately for each case.
Available data from F, hybrjds in Pinus and Populus indicate that local X distant hybrids involving different
species would not be at a reproductive disadvantage to
local tre~es(RIGHTER, 1946; Northeastern Forest Experiment
Station, unpublished data).
It is improbable that a new race would result from the
selfing of a single local X distant hybrid. Selfed progenies
1945; Gureported thus far in Pinus and Picea (JOHNSON,
STAFSSON and L ANGLET, 1953; Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, unpublished data) have grown much slower
than crosspollinated progenies, indicating ihat they would
be incapable of survjving in naturie. It is also improbable
that a new race would result from crosses between two
simultaneously produced neighboring hybrids. IP the probability is 10-fi that a single tree is a local X distant hyI ) The Northeastern Forest Experiment Station is maintained
by the Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture.
The forest genetics work is in cooperation with the Morris Arboretum of the University of Pennsylvania at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

brid, the probability is 10WIVhat two neighboring trees
are local X distant hybrids. Thus the infiltration of genes
into the local population would probably require backcrossing to the local population.
studies (1943 and earlier Papers as quoSEWALL WRIGHT'S
ted by DOBZHANSKY,
1937) provide a means of estimating
the genetic consequences of long-distance hybridization.
Following are some of the terms used in his calculations:
Nu = the number of breeding individuals in the random
breeding unit (panmictic unit, the largest population within which crossing takes place at random).
Ni = the number of breeding individuals in the local
population under consideration. This number is arbitrarily defined in continuous populations.
Ki = NJN„ the number of random breeding units in the
population under consideration.
m = long-distance migration rate or the proportion of
local X distant hybrids to local trees in the population under consideration. Basing the ratNeon
number of hybrids produced eliminates the need for
considering diffe~encesin pollen viability or Crossability.
s = selection pressure, definetd as (1-SA)ISa where SA
is the survival frequency of gene A and S , is the
survival frequency of its allele a. For example,
there is a selection pressure of 0.001 in favor of
gene a if for every 1,000 a genes that survive only
999 A genes survive (assuming equal numbmers of
a and A to start with).
E f f e c t s of L o n g - d i s t a n c e M i g r a t i o n
between Isolated Populations
The calculations of SEWALL
WRIGHT (quoted in DOBZHANSKY,
1937) for island models are applicable if the local and distant populations are isolated by a gap across which pollen
does not usually travel. In the absence of selection, a
migration rate of rn = % Ni (I local X distant hybrid per
two generations) is the critical value. Lower migration rates will' permit random genetic differentiation between the
populations. Migration rates of m = 4/Ni (4 hybrids per
generation) or higher will cause the local and distant populations to become the Same genetically.
Selection changes the picture, permitting more differentiation with given migration rates. With a selection
pressure of s = 2/Ni in favor of the local genes and a longdistance migration rate of m = 2/Ni there will be little
genetic differentiation betwleen the local and distant populations. However, if there is selection pressure of 20/Ni
or greatfer in favor of a local gene, that gene will remain
almost fixed in spite of a long-distance migration rate of
m = 2/Ni. Conversely, strong selection in favor of a distant gene would result in its replacing the local gene.

